
HOW TO WRITE & TAILOR A COVER LETTER
The cover letter, or letter of application that accompanies your resume, should be an original,
narrative, one-page statement that introduces you to an employer and is tailored to the job
for which you are applying. You want to highlight your interests, skills and experience that
most closely match the requirements of the position and the employer. Your cover letter should
tell the recipient why they have received your resume. Unlike a resume, a cover letter is written
in a narrative style, so employers use it to evaluate your writing and organizational skills,
technical knowledge, personality and motivation. You need a new, specific cover letter for
each position you apply to.

GETTING STARTED
Start the process of writing a cover letter by creating a rough point-by-point. This is a simple
document that compares the position requirements on one side and your skills and experiences
that best fulfill the requirements on the other side. The goal of this is to have you think about
how you can express that you are a good fit for the position’s requirements, so it can be as
informal or formal as you want. The point-by-point should help you remember and articulate
your past experiences, organize your thoughts, and highlight your most relevant information to
the employer.

THE COMPLETE PACKAGE
Together, the tailored cover letter and resume form an application package designed to get you to
the next stage - the job interview. On the following pages, you’ll find a series of application
sample materials:

1. A sample internship description
2. A sample point-by-point the student created before crafting her resume and cover letter

for this particular internship
3. A sample cover letter for this internship
4. A sample resume for the internship

In addition, we’ve included a basic cover letter outline and guidelines. Don't forget, it’s up to you
to infuse your cover letter with your enthusiasm for the position!
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GENERAL OUTLINE FOR A COVER LETTER

Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Email and phone number Be sure to use the exact same header as the one on your resume.

Date of Letter

Employer's Name (Letter should be addressed to a particular person, if possible.)
Employer's Title
Company
Street Address
City, State Zip

Dear Mr./Ms./Mx./Dr. _________, (Find the hiring manager’s name on the job description page.)

Opening Paragraph:  State purpose of the letter, name the position or type of work for which you are
applying, and mention how you heard of the opening or organization. Elaborate on any connections you
have to the organization. Explain why you are interested in working for this employer and specify reasons
you desire this type of work.

Middle Paragraph(s):  Point out relevant education and experiences, but do not reiterate your entire
resume. Highlight those accomplishments and skills that are most pertinent to the employer and do so in a
confident manner. Make the addressee want to read your resume by being personable and enthusiastic.
Focus on connecting your skills and experiences to the important aspects of the position.

Closing Paragraph:  Thank the reader for taking the time to review your cover letter. Indicate that your
resume is enclosed or attached, and remember to ask for an opportunity to discuss your qualifications in
greater detail (i.e. the interview). End on a positive note, by reiterating your interest in the
organization/position and/or highlighting that you would be a strong candidate or the position. Indicate
the action or steps you will take to follow up.

Sincerely,

Signature (when submitting a hard copy)

Your Name Typed

Enclosure: (when submitting a hard copy, indicate what is enclosed with the letter – resume, references,
writing sample, etc.)

Shoot for one page for the cover letter



BASIC COVER LETTER GUIDELINES

● While all of the letters you send during your job search may be quite similar, each one
should be tailored to the position and organization to which it is sent.

● If you are mailing a hard copy to an employer, print your letters on the same quality
stationery paper you use for your printed resume, available in the L&C Bookstore, and use
the same font for both documents. Save a copy of each letter you send out for reference.

● When emailing you application materials, it is usually acceptable to add the cover letter as an
attachment or use it as the body of your email. Different employers have different
preferences. Read the job posting carefully to see if the employer indicates a preference for
one way or the other. If no preference is indicated, attach the letter with your resume.

● Use the correct name and title of the person who is responsible for reviewing resumes. You
can also get information about the organization by looking at their website, by asking a
receptionist at the organization for the appropriate contact name, or by contacting their
Human Resources office directly to request information.

● Always refer to the employer as Dr., Mr., Ms., or Mx. (Mx. referring to non-binary.)

● Open your letter with a strong sentence that defines the purpose of the letter.

● All letters of application should follow the standard business letter format.

● Proofread and spell-check the letter carefully for any errors. This will be seen as a sample
of your writing and communication skills, as well as your ability to pay attention to detail.

● Strive to keep your letter of application interesting, concise and to the point.

● Do not forget to express your strong enthusiasm for the position and outline your top skills.


